RECOGNITION AND PRESERVATION OF THE HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE OF THE KHSAA TO THE CITIZENS OF THE COMMONWEALTH

- Continue to enhance Association archive projects including the KHSAA website and the EKU Archives to ensure the preservation of history and ability to make available to all who desire to see the material;
- Leverage the momentum from the recently concluded 100th-year activities to ensure proper placement of the KHSAA as a leader in education-based athletics;
- Refine Museum project development to allow for continued emphasis and development without de-prioritizing essential KHSAA objectives;
- Refine and implement potential new strategies for display of the Hall of Fame given both space and budget restriction;
- Redirect resources and talent to the movement of much of the EKU Archives project to the KHSAA website for preservation and posterity;
- Annual Meeting recognition of schools with no disqualifications and active participation in the meeting;
- Recognition of 25, 50-year Anniversary teams and other special team recognitions;
- Recognition of Association Outstanding Officials of the Year; and
- Use of all available NFHS Recognition Programs (Spirit of Sport, Heart of the Arts, Coach of the Year, Official of Year, Citations and others).